
Programming in FTC with Android 
Studio: 

Tool Setup
Presented by #8668 Error 404: Team Name Not Found

Welcome to Programming in FTC: Tool Setup presented by Team 8668 Error 404: Team Name Not Found. My name is Andrew and I will be presenting today. With me I 
have Ben and Nick. Both will be helping you guys and me today and in the following workshops by being available to help anyone who gets stuck. Today, however, will 
mostly be mostly a brain dump. We will have some segments where you will follow along, but not too much. And don’t worry, I’ll tell you when we get to where you will 
need to follow along.


In this first class we will cover the main things that have to happen before any programming whatsoever can happen. Forewarning: These classes are aimed towards 
team who will be programming with Java in Android Studio. Also, you will benefit the most from this and following classes if you bring your own equipment (robot, control 
system, phones).


Alrighty, with that, we’re ready to roll.



Agenda
• Setting Up Android Studio 

• Downloading and Importing FTC Software Development Kit (SDK) 

• Setting Up Phones
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Here’s what we’ll be covering today.  Something before we start, this lecture is adapted from several videos on our website error404robotics.com. We have a section 
called 411 with 404 that has videos and links for all different parts of FTC. 



error404robotics.com/411-programming

The presentation slides for these presentations and the lecture packets will be on our website in the 411 with 404 section as well. 



Setting Up Android Studio



Setting Up Android Studio
• Go to www.developer.android.com/

studio and click the download button
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In order to program you need something to program in. That something is Android Studio. We asked that all of you come with Android Studio already installed, but just in 
case I will very briefly run over how to download Android Studio.


If you don’t have Android Studio, not to worry, that’s what this class is for: to figure out where everyone is. However, you won’t be able to download Android Studio here, 
as San Jac’s internet is fantastically slow.


Like I said, you can see the videos this class was adapted from on our website error404robotics.com


So, to download Android Studio, you’re going to go to www.developer.android.com/studio and click the download button.

http://www.developer.android.com/studio
http://www.developer.android.com/studio


Setting Up Android Studio
• Go to www.developer.android.com/

studio and click the download button 

• Open Installer
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Once the download is complete, open the installer and work your way through the Setup Panes. For the majority of them you will simply hit “next” or “finish.” *Next* 
However, on the Setup Pane labeled “SDK Components Setup,” click “Android SDK Platform.” It should be the only option, but just make sure that you check that box 
and some other SDK.

http://www.developer.android.com/studio
http://www.developer.android.com/studio


Setting Up Android Studio
• Go to www.developer.android.com/

studio and click the download button 

• Open Installer 

• Android Studio Setup Panes 

- SDK Components Setup: click “Android SDK 
Platform”
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However, you may get a Setup Pane labeled “SDK Components Setup.” If you get that pane, click “Android SDK Platform.” It should be the only option, but just make 
sure that you check that box and not some other SDK.


By the way, an SDK stands for Software Development Kit. 

http://www.developer.android.com/studio
http://www.developer.android.com/studio


Setting Up Android Studio
• Go to www.developer.android.com/

studio and click the download button 

• Open Installer 

• Android Studio Setup Panes 

- SDK Components Setup: click “Android SDK 
Platform”
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Just going through the setup panes. Like I said, you’re going to pretty much just click “Next” or “finish” or whatever.

http://www.developer.android.com/studio
http://www.developer.android.com/studio


Setting Up Android Studio
• Go to www.developer.android.com/

studio and click the download button 

• Open Installer 

• Android Studio Setup Panes 

- SDK Components Setup: click “Android SDK 
Platform”
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http://www.developer.android.com/studio
http://www.developer.android.com/studio


Setting Up Android Studio
• Go to www.developer.android.com/

studio and click the download button 

• Open Installer 

• Android Studio Setup Panes 

- SDK Components Setup: click “Android SDK 
Platform”
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http://www.developer.android.com/studio
http://www.developer.android.com/studio


Setting Up Android Studio
• Go to www.developer.android.com/

studio and click the download button 

• Open Installer 

• Android Studio Setup Panes 

- SDK Components Setup: click “Android SDK 
Platform”
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Alright, so now you have installed Android Studio. But there’s still some setup that needs to be done.

http://www.developer.android.com/studio
http://www.developer.android.com/studio


Setting Up Android Studio
• Open Android Studio proper
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After setup, Android Studio Proper will open and it’ll look something like this:


*Next*

Hit the “configure” button in the lower righthand corner 

*Next* 

and select the “SDK Manager” option. 

*Next*

You’re going to next check all SDK options from Android 4.2 up to the most recent SDK release. Hit finish and you should be ready to go with Android Studio itself. 


Now there’s a little bit more than just Android Studio.



Setting Up Android Studio
• Open Android Studio proper 

• Hit the configure button in the lower 
righthand corner and select the “SDK 
Manager” option
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Hit the “configure” button in the lower righthand corner 

*Next* 

and select the “SDK Manager” option. 

*Next*

You’re going to next check all SDK options from Android 4.2 up to the most recent SDK release. Hit finish and you should be ready to go with Android Studio itself. 


Now there’s a little bit more than just Android Studio.



Setting Up Android Studio
• Open Android Studio proper 

• Hit the configure button in the lower 
righthand corner and select the “SDK 
Manager” option
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and select the “SDK Manager” option. 

*Next*

You’re going to next check all SDK options from Android 4.2 up to the most recent SDK release. Hit finish and you should be ready to go with Android Studio itself. 


Now there’s a little bit more than just Android Studio.



Setting Up Android Studio
• Open Android Studio proper 

• Hit the configure button in the lower 
righthand corner and select the “SDK 
Manager” option 

• Select all options from Android 4.2 to 
the most recent SDKs
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Significant Download!

You’re going to next check all SDK options from Android 4.2 up to the most recent SDK release. This is so that whatever phone you use (whether a ZTE or an S5), you will 
have the SDK required to run that phone. Hit finish and once all those SDKs are downloaded, you should be ready to go with Android Studio itself. 


Now there’s a little bit more than just Android Studio. Again, you shouldn’t be trying to do this live, I’m just running through it super quickly so you guys can do it at home 
if needed. We also have a great 411 with 404 video on our website that goes through this. 


Do we have any questions before we move to the next section?



Downloading and Importing the FTC 
Software Development Kit (SDK)

No we’re going to Download and Import the FTC Software Development Kit (SDK) into Android Studio. An SDK is basically a library of code that facilitates further code 
development, hence the name, Software Development Kit. SDK for short.



Downloading the FTC SDK into Android Studio
• Go to https://github.com/ftctechnh/

ftc_app and select “Releases”
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Copy ftc_app-3.7 onto Computer

In addition to Android Studio, you will need to import an SDK for FTC. It is inside this SDK that you’ll will be doing all of your coding.


Here I will go over downloading, extracting, and importing the FTC SDK into Android Studio. The internet here is super slow you won’t be able to actually doing this live, 
so instead we will pass around several flash drives with the SDK already on it. Also on the flash drives is a packet for this lecture that you can copy onto your computer 
for future reference. When you receive a flash drive, plug it in to your computer and copy the ftc_app-3.7 zip file and the Workshop Packet onto your computer and then 
pass the drive on. Make sure you copy the files onto your computer and not remove them. 
—— WAIT UNTIL EVERYONE HAS THE SDK ——


But, normally you will be getting the FTC SDK off the gitHub website. I’ll be showing you how to do that now. The first step is to go to https://github.com/ftctechnh/
ftc_app. Don’t worry about remembering the link, it’ll be in the packet we’re handing out. Find the button labeled “Releases” and click it. 

*Next* 
This will bring you to a page that has a bunch of different releases or iterations of the ftc-app Project. You want the newest one. It’ll be at the top and have the largest 
release number (the current release number is 3.7). 

*Next* 
Once you find the newest release, scroll down to the “downloads” section for that release and click “Source Code(zip)” to download the compressed Android Studio 
SDK. 

https://github.com/ftctechnh/ftc_app
https://github.com/ftctechnh/ftc_app


Downloading the FTC SDK into Android Studio
• Go to https://github.com/ftctechnh/

ftc_app and select “Releases” 

• Find the latest SDK Release Version 
(should be 3.7)
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Copy ftc_app-3.7 onto Computer

This will bring you to a page that has a bunch of different releases or iterations of the FTC SDK. You want the newest one. It’ll be at the top and have the largest release 
number (the current release number is 3.7). FIRST will probably release a new one closer to the beginning of the season. So you’ll need to do this at least once more 
during the season. Often FIRST requires that you have the most recent SDK imported by a certain date.

*Next* 
Once you find the newest release, scroll down to the “downloads” section for that release and click “Source Code(zip)” to download the compressed Android Studio 
SDK. 


https://github.com/ftctechnh/ftc_app
https://github.com/ftctechnh/ftc_app


Downloading the FTC SDK into Android Studio
• Go to https://github.com/ftctechnh/

ftc_app and select “Releases” 

• Find the latest SDK Release Version 
(should be 3.7) 

• In the downloads section, click 
“Source Code(zip)” to download the 
compressed Android Studio SDK onto 
your computer
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Copy ftc_app-3.7 onto Computer

Once you find the newest release, scroll down to the “downloads” section for that release and click “Source Code(zip)” to download the compressed Android Studio 
SDK. 


https://github.com/ftctechnh/ftc_app
https://github.com/ftctechnh/ftc_app


Importing the FTC SDK into Android Studio
• Find where the downloaded zip file is, 

and, in the same location, create a 
new folder called ftcProject
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Next you are going to navigate in your file manager to where you copied it, and, right next to it, create a new folder called ftcProject. 



Importing the FTC SDK into Android Studio
• Find where the downloaded zip file is, 

and, in the same location, create a 
new folder called ftcProject 

• NO Whitespace! 

- Pathways
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Before we move on, however, I need to give a warning. Android Studio can be particularly picky with some things. Everything needs to be just perfect for it to be happy. 
And an unhappy Android Studio results in so much trouble not even jelly beans can calm it over. 


One such idiosyncrasy is a naming convention. This naming convention states that the pathway leading to the ftc_app folder CANNOT have ANY whitespace. Let me 
explain. *Next*



Importing the FTC SDK into Android Studio
• Find where the downloaded zip file is, 

and, in the same location, create a 
new folder called ftcProject 

• NO Whitespace! 

- Pathways  

- Whitespace
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The pathway is the computer’s roadmap to where your SDK is and whitespace is basically a space with no character — it’s what happens when you hit the space bar. 
Basically you can’t hit the space bar in any of the names in the pathway for the ftc_app-3.7 zip file. *Example on screen The bottom one is actually an example from my 
computer and as you can see, the username ‘error 404’ has a space in it. Well I can’t change the username so instead I moved the SDK to the C drive like so* So if the 
pathway leading to the FTC SDK has any whitespace in it, Android Studio will throw an error *Next*



Importing the FTC SDK into Android Studio
• Find where the downloaded zip file is, 

and, in the same location, create a 
new folder called ftcProject 

• NO Whitespace! 

- Pathways  

- Whitespace
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and you’ll spend two and a half hours trying to figure out what the problem is. Which is something I definitely didn’t do while preparing for this class…. So, no 
whitespace. If you do get this error, check the pathways — even as far up as the username — and change any names with whitespace in them. If you can’t change the 
offending name, then move the folder to the C drive or something. 



Importing the FTC SDK into Android Studio
• Right-click the ftc_app-3.7 zip file and 

select “Extract All”
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Now that you all know the deadly qualities of whitespace, you can continue with importing the FTC SDK into Android Studio. 


Right click on the ftc_app-3.7 zip file and click “Extract All.” *Next* A prompt will ask you to assign a destination and you will add in the ftcProject folder to the end as 
shown. Obviously these examples apply pretty strictly to my computer and the pathways are going to look different for each individual computer. But the principles are 
the same. *Next* Hit Extract.



Importing the FTC SDK into Android Studio
• Right-click the ftc_app-3.7 zip file and 

select “Extract All” 

• Extract to “ftcProject”
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A prompt will ask you to assign a destination and you will add in the ftcProject folder to the end as shown. Obviously these examples apply pretty strictly to my computer 
and the pathways are going to look different for each individual computer. But the principles are the same. *Next* Hit Extract.



Importing the FTC SDK into Android Studio
• Right-click the ftc_app-3.7 zip file and 

select “Extract All” 

• Extract to “ftcProject”
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Hit Extract.



Importing the FTC SDK into Android Studio
• Right-click the ftc_app-3.7 zip file and 

select “Extract All” 

• Extract to “ftcProject” 

• Find TeamCode and 
FtcRobotController
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Once the Extraction is done, open up the freshly extracted SDK. Among other folders and files you should see two in particular: TeamCode and FtcRobotController. 
TeamCode is where you as programmers will put your code and FtcRobotConrtoller is where you will find software libraries and lots of code samples from Qualcom. If 
you see those two folders then you are good to continue. *Next*


Next you are going to open Android Studio and click “Import Project (Eclipse, ADT, Gradle, etc).” Android Studio will pop up a file browser and ask you to select a project 
to import. *Next* You want to select the ftc_app folder that you extracted (it should be inside the folder you created called ftcProject). Import the FTC SDK.



Importing the FTC SDK into Android Studio
• Right-click the ftc_app-3.7 zip file and 

select “Extract All” 

• Extract to “ftcProject” 

• Find TeamCode and 
FtcRobotController 

• Open Android Studio and click “Import 
Project (Eclipse, ADT, Gradle, etc)”
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Next you are going to open Android Studio and click “Import Project (Eclipse, ADT, Gradle, etc).” Android Studio will pop up a file browser and ask you to select a project 
to import. *Next* You want to select the ftc_app-3.7 folder that you extracted (it should be inside the folder you created called ftcProject). Import the FTC SDK.



Importing the FTC SDK into Android Studio
• Right-click the ftc_app-3.7 zip file and 

select “Extract All” 

• Extract to “ftcProject” 

• Find TeamCode and 
FtcRobotController 

• Open Android Studio and click “Import 
Project (Eclipse, ADT, Gradle, etc)” 

• Import ftc_app-3.7 
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You want to select the ftc_app-3.7 folder that you extracted (it should be inside the folder you created called ftcProject). Make sure you click the one that has the funny 
little green symbol next to it. The Green symbol means that it uses a Gradle. Grade files in Android Studio basically call the constructor so the project can be built in 
Android Studio. Import the FTC SDK. *NEXT*



Importing the FTC SDK into Android Studio
• Right-click the ftc_app-3.7 zip file and 

select “Extract All” 

• Extract to “ftcProject” 

• Find TeamCode and 
FtcRobotController 

• Open Android Studio and click “Import 
Project (Eclipse, ADT, Gradle, etc)” 

• Import ftc_app-3.7 
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Now in Android Studio, make sure that you see both the FtcRobotController and the TeamCode folders. The FtcRobotController folder holds sample code and software 
libraries that you need to have. The TeamCode folder is where you will store your team code. 


Before we move on, does everyone have the SDK imported and does everyone have those two folders?


Are there any questions before we move on?



Setting Up the Phones

Now I’m going to go over setting up two phones for FTC. For these first several parts, all steps are going to be applied to both phones. 


In FTC, there are two phones: the Robot Controller and the Driver Controller phone. The two phones communicate via wifi-direct. I’ll be using Motorola G 2nd-gen 
phones to show you guys today, but these general principles will apply to whatever set of phones your team decides to use. 


*NEXT*



Control System

Just to give you guys some reference, this is how the FTC Control System works. The Gamepades are connects to the Driver’s Station Phone, the Driver’s Station phone 
connects to the Robot Controller phone, and the Robot Controller phone connects to the robot. I’ll be going through how to set up the Robot Controller and Driver’s 
Station. 



Phone Setup - Initial Setup
• Two Factory Reset phones
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You’re going to start with two factory reset phones. And again, I’m only going to show one screen, but you’re going to do the exact same to both phones. *NEXT* Follow 
the steps on the phone for setting up a brand new (or freshly reset) phone and do everything normal except for these three things:

	 Skip setting up the wifi

	 Skip entering in name info

	 and Disable any options for finding the phone’s location and/or auto sending diagnostic info


Disabling location access and diagnostics preserves the battery



Phone Setup - Initial Setup
• Two Factory Reset phones 

• Setup Phone Normally Excepting 
These Three Things:
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Follow the steps on the phone for setting up a brand new (or freshly reset) phone and do everything normal except for these three things: *NEXT*

	 Skip setting up the wifi

	 Skip entering in name info

	 and Disable any options for finding the phone’s location and/or auto sending diagnostic info


Disabling location access and diagnostics preserves the battery



Phone Setup - Initial Setup
• Two Factory Reset phones 

• Setup Phone Normally Excepting 
These Three Things: 

- Skip setting up the wifi
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	 Skip setting up the wifi 

*NEXT* 
	 Skip entering in name info

	 and Disable any options for finding the phone’s location and/or auto sending diagnostic info


Disabling location access and diagnostics preserves the battery



Phone Setup - Initial Setup
• Two Factory Reset phones 

• Setup Phone Normally Excepting 
These Three Things: 

- Skip setting up the wifi 

- Skip entering in name info
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	 Skip entering in name info

*NEXT* 
	 and Disable any options for finding the phone’s location and/or auto sending diagnostic info


Disabling location access and diagnostics preserves the battery



Phone Setup - Initial Setup
• Two Factory Reset phones 

• Setup Phone Normally Excepting 
These Three Things: 

- Skip setting up the wifi 

- Skip entering in name info 

- Disable any options for finding the phone’s 
location and/or auto sending of diagnostic 
info.
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	 and Disable any options for finding the phone’s location and/or auto sending diagnostic info


Disabling location access and diagnostics preserves the battery


*NEXT*



Phone Setup - Settings
• Turn ON airplane mode
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According to the FTC Challenge Rules, “The Driver Station and Robot Controller must be set to airplane mode, and Bluetooth must be turned off.” For any of you fact-
checkers, that’s from Part 1, Section 8.3.4, <RS07> of the 2018-19 FTC Challenge Rules.

*NEXT* 
Removing the SIM Card prevents the phone from ever doing anything naughty and also stops some additional background processes that can use up battery.

*NEXT* 
Turning Auto-rotate off prevents the screen from changing orientations. The screen changing orientations can negatively affect the FTC Driver and Control Apps’ 
performance. 

*NEXT* 
And turning on the wifi allows for the phones to use WiFi Direct. Don’t connect to a network, just turn the wifi on. 



Phone Setup - Settings
• Turn ON airplane mode 

• Remove SIM Card
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Removing the SIM Card prevents the phone from ever doing anything naughty and also stops some additional background processes that can also help your battery.

*NEXT* 
Turning Auto-rotate off prevents the screen from changing orientations. The screen changing orientations can negatively affect the FTC Driver and Control Apps’ 
performance. 


And turning on the wifi allows for the phones to use WiFi Direct. Don’t connect to a network, just turn the wifi on. 



Phone Setup - Settings
• Turn ON airplane mode 

• Remove SIM Card 

• Turn OFF auto-rotate
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Turning Auto-rotate off prevents the screen from changing orientations. The screen changing orientations can negatively affect the FTC Driver and Control Apps’ 
performance. 

*NEXT* 
And turning on the wifi allows for the phones to use WiFi Direct. Don’t connect to a network, just turn the wifi on. 



Phone Setup - Settings
• Turn ON airplane mode 

• Remove SIM Card 

• Turn OFF auto-rotate 

• Turn ON wifi
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And turning on the wifi allows for the phones to use WiFi Direct. Don’t connect to a network, just turn the wifi on. 



Phone Setup - Settings
• Turn on Developer Mode
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Activating “Developer Mode” varies from phone to phone (for the Moto 2nd Gen, tap “About Phone” *NEXT* and then tap the Build Number section about six times to 
activate developer mode). You can google “whatever phone type you have” and “developer mode” and you should find how to activate that. 


Once you’ve turned on Developer Mode, in settings, there should be a new option called developer options or something like that. Tap that. In the Developer Options you 
should see, among others, USB Debugging and Stay Awake. Turn both of those on. 


Turning on USB Debugging is what is going to allow you to download and run programs from Android Studio.


Turning on Stay Awake will prevent the phones from going to sleep by themselves, so long as they are plugged into power (which they will be when plugged into the 
robot.) This will prevent your phones from falling asleep mid-run.



Phone Setup - Settings
• Turn on Developer Mode
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and then tap the Build Number section about six times to activate developer mode). *NEXT* You can google “whatever phone type you have” and “developer mode” and 
you should find how to activate that. 


Once you’ve turned on Developer Mode, in settings, there should be a new option called developer options or something like that. Tap that. In the Developer Options you 
should see, among others, USB Debugging and Stay Awake. Turn both of those on. 


Turning on USB Debugging is what is going to allow you to download and run programs from Android Studio.


Turning on Stay Awake will prevent the phones from going to sleep by themselves, so long as they are plugged into power (which they will be when plugged into the 
robot.) This will prevent your phones from falling asleep mid-run.



Phone Setup - Settings
• Turn on Developer Mode
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You can google “whatever phone type you have” and “developer mode” and you should find how to activate that. 

*NEXT* 
Once you’ve turned on Developer Mode, in settings, there should be a new option called developer options or something like that. Tap that. In the Developer Options you 
should see, among others, USB Debugging and Stay Awake. Turn both of those on. 


Turning on USB Debugging is what is going to allow you to download and run programs from Android Studio.


Turning on Stay Awake will prevent the phones from going to sleep by themselves, so long as they are plugged into power (which they will be when plugged into the 
robot.) This will prevent your phones from falling asleep mid-run.



Phone Setup - Settings
• Turn on Developer Mode 

• In Developer Options:
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Once you’ve turned on Developer Mode, in settings, there should be a new option called developer options or something like that. Tap that. *NEXT* In the Developer 
Options you should see, among others, USB Debugging and Stay Awake. Turn both of those on. 


Turning on USB Debugging is what is going to allow you to download and run programs from Android Studio.


Turning on Stay Awake will prevent the phones from going to sleep by themselves, so long as they are plugged into power (which they will be when plugged into the 
robot.) This will prevent your phones from falling asleep mid-run.



Phone Setup - Settings
• Turn on Developer Mode 

• In Developer Options: 

- Turn ON USB Debugging
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In the Developer Options you should see, among others, USB Debugging and Stay Awake. Turn both of those on. 

*NEXT* 
Turning on USB Debugging is what is going to allow you to download and run programs from Android Studio.


Turning on Stay Awake will prevent the phones from going to sleep by themselves, so long as they are plugged into power (which they will be when plugged into the 
robot.) This will prevent your phones from falling asleep mid-run.



Phone Setup - Settings
• Turn on Developer Mode 

• In Developer Options: 

- Turn ON USB Debugging
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Turn on USB Debugging. This is what is going to allow you to download and run programs from Android Studio.

*NEXT* 
Turning on Stay Awake will prevent the phones from going to sleep by themselves, so long as they are plugged into power (which they will be when plugged into the 
robot.) This will prevent your phones from falling asleep mid-run.



Phone Setup - Settings
• Turn on Developer Mode 

• In Developer Options: 

- Turn ON USB Debugging 

- Turn ON Stay Awake
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Turning on Stay Awake will prevent the phones from going to sleep by themselves, so long as they are plugged into power (which they will be when plugged into the 
robot.) This will prevent your phones from falling asleep mid-run.



Phone Setup - Wifi Direct
• In Advanced WiFi Settings:
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Next you’re going to go to the advanced wifi settings.


You get to the advanced wifi settings by going to the normal wifi settings. *NEXT* Somewhere in there there should be a menu that lets you enter advanced settings. On 
the Moto 2nd Gen, it’s three small dots near the top.


Here is where the phones’ paths are going to diverge some. In configuration for Wifi Direct, you’re going to give each phone a different name. Per the FTC Challenge 
Rules (Part 1, Section 8.3.4, RS01, 2018-19 Challenge Rules), both phones must use the naming nomenclature of Team Number-RC or DS depending on the phone’s 
intended role (Robot Controller: RC and Driver’s Station: DS). Ex: 8668-RC or 8668-DS. 


Now back out of wifi direct to the advanced wifi pane. 


Tip: Use tape and a marker to label the backs of each phone with RC or DS. It helps a lot!



Phone Setup - Wifi Direct
• In Advanced WiFi Settings:
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Somewhere in there there should be a menu that lets you enter advanced settings. On the Moto 2nd Gen, it’s three small dots near the top.

*NEXT* 
Here is where the phones’ paths are going to diverge some. In configuration for Wifi Direct, you’re going to give each phone a different name. Per the FTC Challenge 
Rules (Part 1, Section 8.3.4, RS01, 2018-19 Challenge Rules), both phones must use the naming nomenclature of Team Number-RC or DS depending on the phone’s 
intended role (Robot Controller: RC and Driver’s Station: DS). Ex: 8668-RC or 8668-DS. 


Now back out of wifi direct to the advanced wifi pane. 


Tip: Use tape and a marker to label the backs of each phone with RC or DS. It helps a lot!



Phone Setup - Wifi Direct
• In Advanced WiFi Settings:
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Tap Advanced

*NEXT*



Phone Setup - Wifi Direct
• In Advanced WiFi Settings: 

- Find the WiFi Direct page
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Tap WiFi Direct.

*NEXT* 

Here is where the phones’ paths are going to diverge. One phone will be designated as the Robot Controller and the other will be the Driver’s Station. In configuration for 
Wifi Direct, you’re going to give each phone a different name. Per the FTC Challenge Rules (Part 1, Section 8.3.4, RS01, 2018-19 Challenge Rules), both phones must use 
the naming nomenclature of Team Number-RC or DS depending on the phone’s intended role (Robot Controller: RC and Driver’s Station: DS). Ex: 8668-RC or 8668-DS. 


Now back out of wifi direct to the advanced wifi pane. 


Tip: Use tape and a marker to label the backs of each phone with RC or DS. It helps a lot!



Phone Setup - Wifi Direct
• In Advanced WiFi Settings: 

- Find the WiFi Direct page 

- Hit the “Configure Device” button 
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Tap the three dots in the top-right corner *NEXT* and hit “Configure Device”

*NEXT*

Here is where the phones’ paths are going to diverge. One phone will be designated as the Robot Controller and the other will be the Driver’s Station. In configuration for 
Wifi Direct, you’re going to give each phone a different name. Per the FTC Challenge Rules (Part 1, Section 8.3.4, RS01, 2018-19 Challenge Rules), both phones must use 
the naming nomenclature of Team Number-RC or DS depending on the phone’s intended role (Robot Controller: RC and Driver’s Station: DS). Ex: 8668-RC or 8668-DS. 


Now back out of wifi direct to the advanced wifi pane. 


Tip: Use tape and a marker to label the backs of each phone with RC or DS. It helps a lot!



Phone Setup - Wifi Direct
• In Advanced WiFi Settings: 

- Find the WiFi Direct page 

- Hit the “Configure Device” button 
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and hit “Configure Device”

*NEXT*

Here is where the phones’ paths are going to diverge. One phone will be designated as the Robot Controller and the other will be the Driver’s Station. In configuration for 
Wifi Direct, you’re going to give each phone a different name. Per the FTC Challenge Rules (Part 1, Section 8.3.4, RS01, 2018-19 Challenge Rules), both phones must use 
the naming nomenclature of Team Number-RC or DS depending on the phone’s intended role (Robot Controller: RC and Driver’s Station: DS). Ex: 8668-RC or 8668-DS. 


Now back out of wifi direct to the advanced wifi pane. 


Tip: Use tape and a marker to label the backs of each phone with RC or DS. It helps a lot!
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Here is where the phones’ paths are going to diverge. One phone will be designated as the Robot Controller and the other will be the Driver’s Station. In configuration for 
Wifi Direct, you’re going to give each phone a different name. Per the FTC Challenge Rules (Part 1, Section 8.3.4, RS01, 2018-19 Challenge Rules), both phones must use 
the naming nomenclature of Team Number-RC or DS depending on the phone’s intended role (Robot Controller: RC and Driver’s Station: DS). Ex: 8668-RC or 8668-DS. 
Name each phone according to it’s role (Driver’s Station or Robot Controller) Now you don’t have to name the phones this way for them to work. Say if you don’t have a 
team number yet then obviously you can’t use one in naming the phones. You can call them whatever you want, however both phones need to be named properly 
according to the FIRST naming convention by meet 1. Otherwise you will fail your inspection. 

*NEXT* 
Now back out of wifi direct to the advanced wifi pane. 


Tip: Use tape and a marker to label the backs of each phone with RC or DS. It helps a lot!
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Change the WiFi Direct Inactivity Timeout option to “Never Disconnect.” This makes sure that the controllers won’t disconnect during a match…theoretically at least. 
Anyone of you who’s done a rookie year will know that that isn’t necessarily the case.

*NEXT* 
Now back out of wifi direct to the advanced wifi pane. 


Tip: Use tape and a marker to label the backs of each phone with RC or DS. It helps a lot!
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Now Save and back out of wifi direct to the advanced wifi pane. 
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Now you’re going to go back in to the WiFi Direct section *NEXT* and you should see that each phone now sees the other phone under the heading of “Peer Devices.” 
Once you see that each phone is seeing the other, on one phone tap the peer device and it should send an invitation to connect to the other phone. Accept the invitation 
and the phones should connect. 


NOTE: There are some additional rules for specific phones:

	 For the ZTE Speed ONLY: The Robot Controller must have the FTC “Wi-Fi Direct Channel-Changing” app installed. (Per FTC Challenge Rules Part 1, Section 8.3.4, 
<RS08>)

	 Also, per Part 1, Section 4.4, <T6>  of the 2018-19 Challenge Rules, team members may be asked by the Event Director at FTC events to use a specific WiFi 
Channel on their supported Android Devices (the Robot Controller and Driver’s Station). This rule DOES NOT apply to the Motorola-G 2nd Gen. (you may have to explain 
this to your robot inspectors)


The next step is to navigate to the system updates pane and check for any available updates. You want the most recent version the phone can handle. If you’re using 
older phones then they might not be able to use the most recent system release. For example, the Galaxy S5 can only handle up to version 5.1 and the ZTE Speed can 
only do through 4.4. SO just be aware of your particular phone’s software limitations


In order to check for any system updates, you will need to connect the phones to a wifi network. Be sure to forget that network as soon as the updates are done’ 
otherwise the phone will try to reconnect to that wifi on its own = bad.


Next is adjusting the brightness settings. Find the brightness settings on your phone and Turn off adaptive brightness, set the brightness to around 60% (a good medium 
between battery consumption and visibility), and set the “auto-sleep” function to its maximum time value (max is often “Never Sleep” or something ridiculous like “30 
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and you should see that each phone now sees the other phone under the heading of “Peer Devices.” Once you see that each phone is seeing the other, on one phone tap the peer device 
and it should send an invitation to connect to the other phone. Accept the invitation and the phones should connect. 


Is anyone here using ZTEs?

NOTE: There are some additional rules for specific phones:

	 For the ZTE Speed ONLY: The Robot Controller must have the FTC “Wi-Fi Direct Channel-Changing” app installed. (Per FTC Challenge Rules Part 1, Section 8.3.4, <RS08>)

	 Also, per Part 1, Section 4.4, <T6>  of the 2018-19 Challenge Rules, team members may be asked by the Event Director at FTC events to use a specific WiFi Channel on their 
supported Android Devices.

*NEXT* 
The next step is to navigate to the system updates pane and check for any available updates. You want the most recent version the phone can handle. If you’re using older phones then 
they might not be able to use the most recent system release. For example, the Galaxy S5 can only handle up to version 5.1 and the ZTE Speed can only do through 4.4. SO just be aware 
of your particular phone’s software limitations


In order to check for any system updates, you will need to connect the phones to a wifi network. Be sure to forget that network as soon as the updates are done’ otherwise the phone will 
try to reconnect to that wifi on its own = bad.


Next is adjusting the brightness settings. Find the brightness settings on your phone and Turn off adaptive brightness, set the brightness to around 60% (a good medium between battery 
consumption and visibility), and set the “auto-sleep” function to its maximum time value (max is often “Never Sleep” or something ridiculous like “30 minutes”).
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The next step is to navigate to the system updates pane and check for any available updates. You want the most recent version up to Android 6 that the phone can handle. If you’re using older 
phones then they might not be able to go all the way up to 6. For example, the Galaxy S5 can only handle up to version 5.1 and the ZTE Speed can only do through 4.4. So just be aware of your 
particular phone’s software limitations. Also be aware of the FTC SDK’s compatibility limitations. Right now, the most recent FTC SDK release (3.7) is compatible with Android 6 or before. Anything 
after 6, do at your own risk. 


In order to check for any system updates, you will need to connect the phones to a wifi network. Be sure to tell the phone to forget that network as soon as the updates are done otherwise the 
phone will try to reconnect to that wifi on its own and that will disconnect WiFI Direct and all kinds of bad. Keep in mind that the phones can’t use WiFi Direct and be connected to a WiFi Network 
at the same time. So if you are connected to a network, you’ll be getting a bunch of windows asking about WiFi Direct. So after you’ve done everything you need to with the WiFi, just forget the 
network. 

*NEXT* 
Next is adjusting the brightness settings. Find the brightness settings on your phone and Turn off adaptive brightness, set the brightness to around 60% (a good medium between battery 
consumption and visibility), and set the “auto-sleep” function to its maximum time value (max is often “Never Sleep” or something ridiculous like “30 minutes”).
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Next is adjusting the brightness settings. Find the brightness settings on your phone *NEXT* and Turn off adaptive brightness, set the brightness to around 60% (a good medium between battery consumption and 
visibility), and set the “auto-sleep” function to its maximum time value (max is often “Never Sleep” or something ridiculous like “30 minutes”).
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and Turn off adaptive brightness, set the brightness to around 60% (a good medium between battery consumption and visibility), *NEXT* and set the “auto-sleep” function to its maximum time value (max is often “Never 
Sleep” or something ridiculous like “30 minutes”).
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and set the “auto-sleep” function to its maximum time value (max is often “Never Sleep” or something ridiculous like “30 minutes”).
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There are several ways to download the Driver’s Station App to the Driver’s Station. The easiest (and recommended) way is to get the app from the Google Play Store. You just have to make sure that the app version 
matches the SDK version you have. However, the versions don’t match and you aren’t able to change SDKs, there is another way to download the Driver’s Station app to the phone which uses the Terminal in Android 
Studio to download the Driver’s Station APK and install it. APK stands for Android Application Package — more specifically, Android PacKage. Basically it’s the file format Android uses for apps. So if I say APK, I’m 
basically talking about the files that make up an app — specifically the Driver’s Station App. Driver’s Station APK = Driver’s Station app.


To get the Driver’s Station app from off the Play Store you’ll have to obviously connect to a wifi networks, so just make sure you forget that network as soon as you’re done. Search FTC Driver Station in the app store and 
it should come up. *NEXT* Double check that the app version matches the release version of the FTC SDK SDK you downloaded (ftc_app-3.7) and imported into Android Studio earlier. If the versions match, then you are 
good to go. If they don’t, then you’ll have to use this secondary way using the Terminal. Which is what we’re going to talk about in a moment.
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Double check that the app version matches the release version of the FTC SDK SDK you downloaded (ftc_app-3.7) and imported into Android Studio earlier. *NEXT* If the versions match, then you are good to go. If they 
don’t, then you’ll have to use this secondary way using the Terminal. Which is what we’re going to talk about next.
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If the versions match, then you are good to go. If they don’t, then you’ll have to use this secondary way using the Terminal. Which is what we’re going to talk about next. Don’t bother following along with me for the 
terminal. You really shouldn't’ have to do unless FIRST really messes up.
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Before you can do anything with the computer and the phone, you have to do some setup with the two. In order to do these next steps you will need a computer with 
Android Studio installed with the requisite SDKs and the FTC SDKs imported which, luckily for us, we covered earlier. 

*NEXT* 
With Android Studio open, connect the Driver’s Station to the computer. 


The first time you connect the Driver’s Station to Android Studio (or anytime the DS is connected to a new computer) a window will pop up on the Driver’s Station that 
asks if you want to allow USB Debugging for this computer’s fingerprint. If this computer is going to be constantly downloading files to the Driver’s Station, go ahead and 
check the “Always Allow” box and then hit “OK”


The Status Bar should show that the phone is connected to a usb device. Click on the icon and a list will come up called “Use USB for” with the default to “Charging 
Only.” Change to “Transfer Files (MTP)”


Again, keep in mind that I am using a Motorola-G 2nd Gen phone, and that other phones may vary in technicalities, but the same basic operations are still the same.
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With Android Studio open, connect the Driver’s Station to the computer. 

*NEXT* 
The first time you connect the Driver’s Station to Android Studio (or anytime the DS is connected to a new computer) a window will pop up on the Driver’s Station that 
asks if you want to allow USB Debugging for this computer’s fingerprint. If this computer is going to be constantly downloading files to the Driver’s Station, go ahead and 
check the “Always Allow” box and then hit “OK”


The Status Bar should show that the phone is connected to a usb device. Click on the icon and a list will come up called “Use USB for” with the default to “Charging 
Only.” Change to “Transfer Files (MTP)”


Again, keep in mind that I am using a Motorola-G 2nd Gen phone, and that other phones may vary in technicalities, but the same basic operations are still the same.
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The first time you connect the Driver’s Station to Android Studio (or anytime the DS is connected to a new computer) a window will pop up on the Driver’s Station that 
asks if you want to allow USB Debugging for this computer’s fingerprint. If this computer is going to be constantly downloading files to the Driver’s Station, go ahead and 
check the “Always Allow” box and then hit “OK”

*NEXT* 
The Status Bar should show that the phone is connected to a usb device. Click on the icon and a list will come up called “Use USB for” with the default to “Charging 
Only.” Change to “Transfer Files (MTP)”


Again, keep in mind that I am using a Motorola-G 2nd Gen phone, and that other phones may vary in technicalities, but the same basic operations are still the same.
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The Status Bar should show that the phone is connected to a usb device. 

*NEXT* 
Click on the icon and a list will come up called “Use USB for” with the default to “Charging Only.” Change to “Transfer Files (MTP)”


Again, keep in mind that I am using a Motorola-G 2nd Gen phone, and that other phones may vary in technicalities, but the same basic operations are still the same.
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Click on the icon and a list will come up called “Use USB for” with the default to “Charging Only.” *NEXT*

Change to “Transfer Files (MTP)” 


Again, keep in mind that I am using a Motorola-G 2nd Gen phone, and that other phones may vary in technicalities, but the same basic operations are still the same.
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Change to “Transfer Files (MTP)” 


Again, keep in mind that I am using a Motorola-G 2nd Gen phone, and that other phones may vary in technicalities, but the same basic operations are still the same.
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Now I’m going to go over how to use the Terminal to download and install the Driver’s Station app from Android Studio. Interestingly, FIRST gives us the files for both the Driver’s Station and Robot Controller in the SDK 
that we downloaded from gitHub and imported into Android Studio. So, you’re going to Launch Android Studio and navigate to the Terminal window. 

*NEXT* 
Now open your file browser for your computer. Find the location where you downloaded the FTC SDK SDK, open the folder and find the subfolder labeled “doc.” Open the “doc” subfolder and find the “apk” folder. Inside 
the “apk” folder, you will see two files: FtcDriverStation-release.apk and FtcRobotController-release.apk. Right now you are going to be using FtcDriverStation-release.apk.


Before we dive in, let me give a brief explanation on what a Terminal Command Window is. The Terminal is a universal tool on computers that lets the user operate the computer through text-based commands. Usually 
when operating your computer you use a mouse as the primary means of navigation and if you want to open an application like an internet browser or find a file on your hard drive, you click around until you find what you 
want. The mouse is the chief operational instrument for a typical computer user. The Terminal however allows you to use special commands to move around and do things on your computer’s hard drive. Using a wide 
variety of commands, a user can accomplish almost anything via the Terminal that you can do with your mouse. However, the Terminal can also often be used to troubleshoot problems that can’t be reached with a 
mouse. That is out of our scope today however. Today, we are just going to be using the Terminal to find a file and download it to the Driver’s Station phone. Very simple.


In Terminal, you will see a pathway that tells you exactly where you are on your hard drive (Usually it will just be the user). You know where the Driver’s Station apk file is. Use the cd command to navigate in Terminal to 
the apk’s location. (demonstrate) Once you are in the right location in your Terminal, sit up and listen carefully. I am going to give two different commands based on whether or not you have a a Windows or a Mac. I’ve 
personally done it both ways (If you have it, the Mac is worth it). So you know where your APKs are. You have navigated to them in the terminal in Android Studio. 


Windows: setx PATH “%PATH%;C:Users\Nick\AppData\Local\Android\sdk\platform-tools”   Replace “Nick” with your user name

Mac: export PATH=$PATH:/Users/andrew/Library/Android/sdk/platform-tools   Replace “andrew” with your user name 

 Once the Terminal is done, run this next command: adb install FtcDriverStation-release.apk  After this second command has run, you have installed the Driver Station app onto the Driver Station phone. On the Driver 
Station phone, check to make sure the app is there. If it is, then you have successfully installed the Driver Station app and the Driver’s Station phone is ready to go!


If all this talking about the Terminal is confusing, don’t worry. On our website, http://www.error404robotics.com/411-electronics we have a two part video on setting up your phones for the first time. Part two covers 
installing the Driver’s Station app via the Terminal.  
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That’s what the terminal window looks like. 
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Now open your file browser for your computer. Find the location where you downloaded the FTC SDK, open the folder, and find the subfolder labeled “doc.” Open the “doc” subfolder and find the “apk” folder. Inside the 
“apk” folder, you will see two files: FtcDriverStation-release.apk and FtcRobotController-release.apk. Right now you are going to be using FtcDriverStation-release.apk. *NEXT* BTW, an APK is basically the Android File 
Format for Android Apps. 


Before we dive in, let me give a brief explanation on what a Terminal Command Window is. The Terminal is a universal tool on computers that lets the user operate the computer through text-based commands. Usually 
when operating your computer you use a mouse as the primary means of navigation and if you want to open an application like an internet browser or find a file on your hard drive, you click around until you find what you 
want. The mouse is the chief operational instrument for a typical computer user. The Terminal however allows you to use special commands to move around and do things on your computer’s hard drive. Using a wide 
variety of commands, a user can accomplish almost anything via the Terminal that you can do with your mouse. However, the Terminal can also often be used to troubleshoot problems that can’t be reached with a 
mouse. That is out of our scope today however. Today, we are just going to be using the Terminal to find a file and download it to the Driver’s Station phone. Very simple.


In Terminal, you will see a pathway that tells you exactly where you are on your hard drive (Usually it will just be the user). You know where the Driver’s Station apk file is. Use the cd command to navigate in Terminal to 
the apk’s location. (demonstrate) Once you are in the right location in your Terminal, sit up and listen carefully. I am going to give two different commands based on whether or not you have a a Windows or a Mac. I’ve 
personally done it both ways (If you have it, the Mac is worth it). So you know where your APKs are. You have navigated to them in the terminal in Android Studio. 


Windows: setx PATH “%PATH%;C:Users\Nick\AppData\Local\Android\sdk\platform-tools”   Replace “Nick” with your user name

Mac: export PATH=$PATH:/Users/andrew/Library/Android/sdk/platform-tools   Replace “andrew” with your user name 

 Once the Terminal is done, run this next command: adb install FtcDriverStation-release.apk  After this second command has run, you have installed the Driver Station app onto the Driver Station phone. On the Driver 
Station phone, check to make sure the app is there. If it is, then you have successfully installed the Driver Station app and the Driver’s Station phone is ready to go!


If all this talking about the Terminal is confusing, don’t worry. On our website, http://www.error404robotics.com/411-electronics we have a two part video on setting up your phones for the first time. Part two covers 
installing the Driver’s Station app via the Terminal.  
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BTW, an APK is basically the Android File Format for Android Apps. 


Alright, so before we dive in, let me give a brief explanation on what a Terminal Command Window is. The Terminal is a universal tool on computers that lets the user operate the computer through text-based commands. 
Usually when operating your computer you use a mouse as the primary means of navigation and if you want to open an application like an internet browser or find a file on your hard drive, you click around until you find 
what you want. The mouse is the chief operational instrument for a typical computer user. The Terminal however allows you to use special commands to move around and do things on your computer’s hard drive. Using 
a wide variety of commands, a user can accomplish almost anything via the Terminal that you can do with your mouse. However, the Terminal can also often be used to troubleshoot problems that can’t be reached with a 
mouse. That is out of our scope today however. Today, I am just going to be using the Terminal to find a file and download it to the Driver’s Station phone. Very simple.

*NEXT* 
In Terminal, there will be a pathway that tells you exactly where you are on your hard drive (Usually it will just be the user). You know where the Driver’s Station apk file is. Use the cd command to navigate in Terminal to 
the apk’s location. (demonstrate) Once you are in the right location in your Terminal, sit up and listen carefully. I am going to give two different commands based on whether or not you have a a Windows or a Mac. I’ve 
personally done it both ways (If you have it, the Mac is worth it). So you know where your APKs are. You have navigated to them in the terminal in Android Studio. 


Windows: setx PATH “%PATH%;C:Users\Nick\AppData\Local\Android\sdk\platform-tools”   Replace “Nick” with your user name

Mac: export PATH=$PATH:/Users/andrew/Library/Android/sdk/platform-tools   Replace “andrew” with your user name 

 Once the Terminal is done, run this next command: adb install FtcDriverStation-release.apk  After this second command has run, you have installed the Driver Station app onto the Driver Station phone. On the Driver 
Station phone, check to make sure the app is there. If it is, then you have successfully installed the Driver Station app and the Driver’s Station phone is ready to go!


If all this talking about the Terminal is confusing, don’t worry. On our website, http://www.error404robotics.com/411-electronics we have a two part video on setting up your phones for the first time. Part two covers 
installing the Driver’s Station app via the Terminal.  
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In Terminal, there will be a pathway that tells me exactly where I am on my hard drive (Usually it will just be the user). I also know where the Driver’s Station apk file is. I then use the cd command to navigate in Terminal to 
the apk’s location. (demonstrate) Once you are in the right location in your Terminal, sit up and listen carefully. *NEXT* I am going to give two different commands based on whether or not you have a a Windows or a 
Mac. I’ve personally done it both ways. So I know where my APKs are and I have navigated to them in the terminal in Android Studio. Now since I am on a Mac, I will use the Mac command


Windows: setx PATH “%PATH%;C:Users\Nick\AppData\Local\Android\sdk\platform-tools”   Replace “Nick” with your user name

Mac: export PATH=$PATH:/Users/andrew/Library/Android/sdk/platform-tools   Replace “andrew” with your user name 

Once the Terminal is done, run this next command: adb install FtcDriverStation-release.apk  After this second command has run, you have installed the Driver Station app onto the Driver Station phone. On the Driver 
Station phone, check to make sure the app is there. If it is, then you have successfully installed the Driver Station app and the Driver’s Station phone is ready to go!


If all this talking about the Terminal is confusing, don’t worry. On our website, http://www.error404robotics.com/411-electronics we have a two part video on setting up your phones for the first time. Part two covers 
installing the Driver’s Station app via the Terminal.  
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I am going to give two different commands based on whether or not you have a a Windows *NEXT* or a Mac. I’ve personally done it both ways. So I know where my APKs are and I have navigated to them in the terminal 
in Android Studio. Now since I am on a Mac, I will use the Mac command. I just enter it in and let it run. 


Windows: setx PATH “%PATH%;C:Users\Nick\AppData\Local\Android\sdk\platform-tools”   Replace “Nick” with your user name

Mac: export PATH=$PATH:/Users/andrew/Library/Android/sdk/platform-tools   Replace “andrew” with your user name 

*NEXT* 
Once the Terminal is done, run this next command: adb install FtcDriverStation-release.apk  After this second command has run, you have installed the Driver Station app onto the Driver Station phone. On the Driver 
Station phone, check to make sure the app is there. If it is, then you have successfully installed the Driver Station app and the Driver’s Station phone is ready to go!


If all this talking about the Terminal is confusing, don’t worry. On our website, http://www.error404robotics.com/411-electronics we have a two part video on setting up your phones for the first time. Part two covers 
installing the Driver’s Station app via the Terminal.  
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or a Mac. I’ve personally done it both ways. So I know where my APKs are and I have navigated to them in the terminal in Android Studio. Now since I am on a Mac, I will use the Mac command. I just enter it in and let it 
run. 


Windows: setx PATH “%PATH%;C:Users\Nick\AppData\Local\Android\sdk\platform-tools”   Replace “Nick” with your user name

Mac: export PATH=$PATH:/Users/andrew/Library/Android/sdk/platform-tools   Replace “andrew” with your user name 

*NEXT* 
Once the Terminal is done, run this next command: adb install FtcDriverStation-release.apk  After this second command has run, you have installed the Driver Station app onto the Driver Station phone. On the Driver 
Station phone, check to make sure the app is there. If it is, then you have successfully installed the Driver Station app and the Driver’s Station phone is ready to go!


If all this talking about the Terminal is confusing, don’t worry. On our website, http://www.error404robotics.com/411-electronics we have a two part video on setting up your phones for the first time. Part two covers 
installing the Driver’s Station app via the Terminal.  



Phone Setup - Driver’s Station App - Terminal Installation

• Windows: 

- setx PATH 
“%PATH%;C:Users\Nick\AppData\Local\Andr
oid\sdk\platform-tools” 

• Apple: 

- export PATH=$PATH:/Users/andrew/Library/
Android/sdk/platform-tools 

• adb install FtcDriverStation-
release.apk 
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Once the Terminal is done, I am going to run this next command: adb install FtcDriverStation-release.apk  After this second command has run, I will have installed the Driver Station app onto the Driver Station phone. 
On the Driver Station phone, just check to make sure the app is there. *NEXT* If it is, then I have successfully installed the Driver Station app and the Driver’s Station phone is ready to go!


If all this talking about the Terminal is confusing, don’t worry. On our website, http://www.error404robotics.com/411-electronics we have a two part video on setting up your phones for the first time. Part two covers 
installing the Driver’s Station app via the Terminal.  



Phone Setup - Driver’s Station App - Terminal Installation

• Windows: 

- setx PATH 
“%PATH%;C:Users\Nick\AppData\Local\Andr
oid\sdk\platform-tools” 

• Apple: 

- export PATH=$PATH:/Users/andrew/Library/
Android/sdk/platform-tools 

• adb install FtcDriverStation-
release.apk  

• Driver’s Station app is installed!
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If it is, then I have successfully installed the Driver Station app and the Driver’s Station phone is ready to go!



error404robotics.com/411-electronics

If all this talking about the Terminal is confusing, don’t worry. On our website, http://www.error404robotics.com/411-electronics we have a two part video on setting up your phones for the first time. Part two covers 
installing the Driver’s Station app via the Terminal. 

http://www.error404robotics.com/411-electronics


Phone Setup - Robot Controller - Installation
• Install the FTC Robot Controller app 

onto the Robot Controller Phone
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The final step for today is to install the Robot Controller app onto the Robot Controller phone. *NEXT* To do this you have to actually have a full app (a program) ready to 
download on Android Studio. There are actually example programs in the FtcRobotController folder of the FTC SDK that we imported so you should be able to use one of 
those. 


Once you have your program ready, hit the green play button in the top menu. 

Once your phone appears on the device screen, hit ok and the download is initiated.

Android Studio automatically installs the Robot Controller app and downloads the program you selected.


The final thing is to pair the phones in the apps. You should have already paired the Driver’s Station and Robot Controller in the settings of the respective phones, and 
now you need to pair them in the apps. On the Driver’s Station, open the menu in the top right, go to settings, and go to “Connect with Robot Controller.” You should see 
the Robot Controller appear on the list of available devices. Select the Robot Controller to pair. An invitation to pair will appear on the Robot Controller Screen. Accept 
that and the two should connect for good. 


Once paired, the Driver’s Station should display the battery for both the Robot Controller and the Driver’s Station phones and should show under network the name of the 
Robot Controller phone. 


Congratulations, you now have two FTC-ready phones!



Phone Setup - Robot Controller - Installation
• Install the FTC Robot Controller app 

onto the Robot Controller Phone 

- Requires a ready-to-download app
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To do this you have to actually have a full app (a program) ready to download on Android Studio. There are actually example programs in the FtcRobotController folder of 
the FTC SDK that we imported so you should be able to use one of those. 

*NEXT* 
Connect the Robot Controller to the computer.

Once you have your program ready, hit the green play button in the top menu. 

Once your phone appears on the device screen, hit ok and the download is initiated.

Android Studio automatically installs the Robot Controller app and downloads the program you selected.


The final thing is to pair the phones in the apps. You should have already paired the Driver’s Station and Robot Controller in the settings of the respective phones, and 
now you need to pair them in the apps. On the Driver’s Station, open the menu in the top right, go to settings, and go to “Connect with Robot Controller.” You should see 
the Robot Controller appear on the list of available devices. Select the Robot Controller to pair. An invitation to pair will appear on the Robot Controller Screen. Accept 
that and the two should connect for good. 


Once paired, the Driver’s Station should display the battery for both the Robot Controller and the Driver’s Station phones and should show under network the name of the 
Robot Controller phone. 


Congratulations, you now have two FTC-ready phones!



Phone Setup - Robot Controller - Installation
• Install the FTC Robot Controller app 

onto the Robot Controller Phone 

- Requires a ready-to-download app 

- Connect Robot Controller to computer
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Connect the Robot Controller to the computer.

*NEXT* 
Allow USB Debugging on the phone.

Once you have your program ready, hit the green play button in the top menu. 

Once your phone appears on the device screen, hit ok and the download is initiated.

Android Studio automatically installs the Robot Controller app and downloads the program you selected.


The final thing is to pair the phones in the apps. You should have already paired the Driver’s Station and Robot Controller in the settings of the respective phones, and 
now you need to pair them in the apps. On the Driver’s Station, open the menu in the top right, go to settings, and go to “Connect with Robot Controller.” You should see 
the Robot Controller appear on the list of available devices. Select the Robot Controller to pair. An invitation to pair will appear on the Robot Controller Screen. Accept 
that and the two should connect for good. 


Once paired, the Driver’s Station should display the battery for both the Robot Controller and the Driver’s Station phones and should show under network the name of the 
Robot Controller phone. 


Congratulations, you now have two FTC-ready phones!



Phone Setup - Robot Controller - Installation
• Install the FTC Robot Controller app 

onto the Robot Controller Phone 

- Requires a ready-to-download app 

- Connect Robot Controller to computer 

- Always allow USB Debugging from that 
computer
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Allow USB Debugging on the phone.

*NEXT* 
Once you have your program ready, hit the green play button in the top menu. 

Once your phone appears on the device screen, hit ok and the download is initiated.

Android Studio automatically installs the Robot Controller app and downloads the program you selected.


The final thing is to pair the phones in the apps. You should have already paired the Driver’s Station and Robot Controller in the settings of the respective phones, and 
now you need to pair them in the apps. On the Driver’s Station, open the menu in the top right, go to settings, and go to “Connect with Robot Controller.” You should see 
the Robot Controller appear on the list of available devices. Select the Robot Controller to pair. An invitation to pair will appear on the Robot Controller Screen. Accept 
that and the two should connect for good. 


Once paired, the Driver’s Station should display the battery for both the Robot Controller and the Driver’s Station phones and should show under network the name of the 
Robot Controller phone. 


Congratulations, you now have two FTC-ready phones!



Phone Setup - Robot Controller - Installation
• Install the FTC Robot Controller app 

onto the Robot Controller Phone 

- Requires a ready-to-download app 

- Connect Robot Controller to computer 

- Always allow USB Debugging from that 
computer 

- Download app to Robot Controller
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Once you have your program ready, hit the green play button in the top menu. 

*NEXT* 
Once your phone appears on the device screen, hit ok and the download is initiated.

Android Studio automatically installs the Robot Controller app and downloads the program you selected.


The final thing is to pair the phones in the apps. You should have already paired the Driver’s Station and Robot Controller in the settings of the respective phones, and 
now you need to pair them in the apps. On the Driver’s Station, open the menu in the top right, go to settings, and go to “Connect with Robot Controller.” You should see 
the Robot Controller appear on the list of available devices. Select the Robot Controller to pair. An invitation to pair will appear on the Robot Controller Screen. Accept 
that and the two should connect for good. 


Once paired, the Driver’s Station should display the battery for both the Robot Controller and the Driver’s Station phones and should show under network the name of the 
Robot Controller phone. 


Congratulations, you now have two FTC-ready phones!



Phone Setup - Robot Controller - Installation
• Install the FTC Robot Controller app 

onto the Robot Controller Phone 

- Requires a ready-to-download app 

- Connect Robot Controller to computer 

- Always allow USB Debugging from that 
computer 

- Download app to Robot Controller
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Once your phone appears on the device screen, hit ok and the download is initiated.

Android Studio automatically installs the Robot Controller app and downloads the program you selected.

*NEXT* 
One the download is complete, the Robot Controller App will launch.


The final thing is to pair the phones in the apps. You should have already paired the Driver’s Station and Robot Controller in the settings of the respective phones, and 
now you need to pair them in the apps. On the Driver’s Station, open the menu in the top right, go to settings, and go to “Connect with Robot Controller.” You should see 
the Robot Controller appear on the list of available devices. Select the Robot Controller to pair. An invitation to pair will appear on the Robot Controller Screen. Accept 
that and the two should connect for good. 


Once paired, the Driver’s Station should display the battery for both the Robot Controller and the Driver’s Station phones and should show under network the name of the 
Robot Controller phone. 


Congratulations, you now have two FTC-ready phones!



Phone Setup - Robot Controller - Installation
• Install the FTC Robot Controller app onto 

the Robot Controller Phone 

- Requires a ready-to-download app 

- Connect Robot Controller to computer 

- Always allow USB Debugging from that computer 

- Download app to Robot Controller 

- App will auto-launch as soon as APK is 
downloaded 

• TIP: Use tape and a marker to label the 
backs of each phone with RC or DS. It 
helps a lot!
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One the download is complete, the Robot Controller App will launch.


A Tip is to mark each phone with tape and a marker with their designated role (Driver’s Station or Robot Controller). It helps a lot to just be able to look at the back of the 
phone rather than launch the app. 


The final thing is to pair the phones in the apps. You should have already paired the Driver’s Station and Robot Controller in the settings of the respective phones, and 
now you need to pair them in the apps. On the Driver’s Station, open the menu in the top right, go to settings, and go to “Connect with Robot Controller.” You should see 
the Robot Controller appear on the list of available devices. Select the Robot Controller to pair. An invitation to pair will appear on the Robot Controller Screen. Accept 
that and the two should connect for good. 


Once paired, the Driver’s Station should display the battery for both the Robot Controller and the Driver’s Station phones and should show under network the name of the 
Robot Controller phone.


Congratulations, you now have two FTC-ready phones!



Phone Setup - Robot Controller - Installation
• Pair the Robot Controller and Driver’s 

Station in apps
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The final thing is to pair the phones in the apps. You should have already paired the Driver’s Station and Robot Controller in the settings of the respective phones, and 
now you need to pair them in the apps. On the Driver’s Station, open the menu in the top right, *NEXT* go to settings, and go to “Connect with Robot Controller.” You 
should see the Robot Controller appear on the list of available devices. Select the Robot Controller to pair. An invitation to pair will appear on the Robot Controller 
Screen. Accept that and the two should connect for good. 


Once paired, the Driver’s Station should display the battery for both the Robot Controller and the Driver’s Station phones and should show under network the name of the 
Robot Controller phone. 


Congratulations, you now have two FTC-ready phones!



Phone Setup - Robot Controller - Installation
• Pair the Robot Controller and Driver’s 

Station in apps 

- Open Settings in Driver’s Station
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go to settings, *NEXT* and go to “Connect with Robot Controller.” You should see the Robot Controller appear on the list of available devices. Select the Robot 
Controller to pair. An invitation to pair will appear on the Robot Controller Screen. Accept that and the two should connect for good. 


Once paired, the Driver’s Station should display the battery for both the Robot Controller and the Driver’s Station phones and should show under network the name of the 
Robot Controller phone. 


Congratulations, you now have two FTC-ready phones!



Phone Setup - Robot Controller - Installation
• Pair the Robot Controller and Driver’s 

Station in apps 

- Open Settings in Driver’s Station 

- Click “Pair with Robot Controller”
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and go to “Pair with Robot Controller.” *NEXT* You should see the Robot Controller appear on the list of available devices. Select the Robot Controller to pair. An 
invitation to pair will appear on the Robot Controller Screen. Accept that and the two should connect for good. 


Once paired, the Driver’s Station should display the battery for both the Robot Controller and the Driver’s Station phones and should show under network the name of the 
Robot Controller phone. 


Congratulations, you now have two FTC-ready phones!



Phone Setup - Robot Controller - Installation
• Pair the Robot Controller and Driver’s 

Station in apps 

- Open Settings in Driver’s Station 

- Click “Pair with Robot Controller” 

- Select Complimentary Robot Controller
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You should see the Robot Controller appear on the list of available devices. Select the Robot Controller to pair. An invitation to pair will appear on the Robot Controller 
Screen. Accept that and the two should connect for good. 


Once paired, the Driver’s Station should display the battery for both the Robot Controller and the Driver’s Station phones and should show under network the name of the 
Robot Controller phone. 


Congratulations, you now have two FTC-ready phones!



Last Thing….

Alright, the last thing we have to do today is assess where all of you guys are. By tomorrow’s workshop, you guys will need to have

-  A Computer with Android Studio currently installed, the FTC SDK imported, and if you have them, both phones ready to go including having the Driver’s Station and 
Robot Controller apps installed. Don’t worry about config files yet, we’ll get to them tomorrow. Computer, robot with control system and two motors, if they don’t we have 
two or three bots for guest use.


So now, Nick, myself, and Ben will come around the room to all of y’all and see where you are and tell you what you need as well as answer any questions. We passed 
out a checklist to each of you at the beginning. We’ll be going through that.



Thank You! 
See Y’all Tomorrow!

Thank you all for coming and we can’t wait to see you guys tomorrow where we’ll get into control systems, electronics, programming languages, config files, and much 
more!


